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INTRODUCTION

A seminar on aims, methods and tools
Hans Sandström
The aim of the seminar in Riga in November 2001 was to discuss the methods and tools
for a successful conservation. Successful conservation means to manage change in such
a way that the significant values are passed on to future generations – in a readable
form.
We need methods and tools for recording, investigation and analysis, for the management of the implementation process on the building site. The seminar discussed the
preparation for successful practical works, focusing on the methods, available for the
historian, the architect, the engineer and the other experts. It set out from the Nordic
experience, emphasizing research and relying on traditional crafts and building materials:
• thorough understanding of a building is necessary – documentation and research
should always be the basis
• the original fabric and surfaces are irreplaceable carriers of significant values –
they should be protected and repair should be preferred to replacement
• preservation and maintenance works should be made in traditional materials and
techniques – and by experienced restorers and craftsmen
There are four main chapters in the report, as in the seminar, each representing one
stage in a conservation project. In everyday work these stages are not always distinctly
separated – but all four of them have to be included: investigation for an understanding
of the building, a programme to establish the main goals, design documents to prescribe the works and documentation for the future.
Each chapter is opened with an Introduction – a summary of the corresponding
lecture at the seminar. The chapters are illustrated with documents and photos from the
preservation of three buildings in Latvia: the manor houses of Ramava and Ungurmuiza and the former synagogue in Sabile. They were all parts of a Latvian-Swedish cooperation project, concluded in May 2002 and including several workshops and seminars.

Historical and Technical Investigation
The first chapter is discussing the “Historical and Technical Investigation” and the
tools of this investigation: the documentary research, drawings, measurement and observation. Those tools rely on a range of academic and specialist disciplines such as
architectural history, construction history, architectural analysis of materials, dendrochronology, archaeology and building sciences. In this stage we are learning to “read”
the building and to ask questions, not to take primary documents – in this case the
building or the documents of the archives – at “face value”. And we are aware that our
own prejudices shape what we see, what we search for and how we see it.
Parallel to the investigation of the building, the demands of the owner will be put
together – including all the functional and economic demands: new walls, plumbing,
heating and lighting, ventilation etc.
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The three buildings before conservation

Ungurmuiza – Ungur manor.

Sabile synagogue.

Ramava manor.
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Conservation Programme
The second chapter is on the Conservation Programme, which aims at analysing the
values and establishing an approach or a “concept”, governing the design and the
conservation works. In the programme we should agree about what is “significant” for
the building, it should be decided on the preservation of patina, on the natural irregularities, acquired by age in any historic building etc.
The order in which we rank the values will dictate the goals and objectives of the
conservation or restoration. It is essential that each of the values for a given building is
thoroughly researched and evaluated independently before any priority ranking is
done.

Technical Design and Specifications
The third chapter is devoted to the technical design and the specifications of practical
works. The design is often begun long before the investigations and the programme are
concluded. This is natural. All parties involved have their vision about the final result,
have their prejudices about the building to be conserved. Neglecting the initial stages
of the preparatory work might be time consuming and costly. Setting out from a conservation concept, agreed in a programme, is the right way to obtain a good result.
In conservation and restoration works the architect, restorer, engineer etc has to
specify the materials, techniques and methods in full detail. Whilst in new building he/
she can refer to information sheets from the producers of materials, there is nothing or
very little of that kind when you want to prescribe the use of traditional skills and
materials. These problems are illustrated by examples.

Documentation and Final Report
The final report should record all performed works, showing how things were made,
with choices and arguments and the final results. Examples (from Sweden and Latvia)
were presented during the seminar and in this report we present a short checklist.

Supporting Traditional Materials and Methods
Three special contributions to the seminar are added in the end of this report.
The Raadvad Centre outside Copenhagen has been working to create a better situation for the building conservation sector, through information, workshops and a website. In the other Baltic Sea states we should learn from Raadvad, which is today part
of the newly established Bygningskulturelt Rad (Council on Historic Buildings).
Five Pillars of Building Conservation – a new manual on building conservation –
was published in Sweden 2001. It presents five aspects from which conservation of
architectural heritage might be studied.
Kalamaja, Possibilities of a Wooden Town – a documentary film on the possibilities
of preservation and maintenance concluded the seminar. It was produced parallel to
the rehabilitation of a wooden building at Väike Patarei 3 in Kalamaja in Tallinn.
The conservation architect has to take into account what is possible to achieve in
the actual surroundings. The desired building materials, the craftsmen, the restorers
are not always available, but we should be aware of our possibilities – as conservationists – to push forward the ambitions and ask for more than was offered yesterday. And
we should not hesitate to take advantage of our newly established network throughout
the Baltic Sea States.
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Historical and Technical Investigation – introduction
Summary of lecture by Lolo Törnblom
The historical and technical investigation should be the basis for all conservation or
restoration projects. During the investigation phase all historical and technical facts
about the building are collected. The results of the investigations give the basic data for
decision-making in the Conservation or Restoration Programme.
To avoid decisions based on misunderstanding or ignorance it is utterly important to
carry out the investigation at an early stage in the process. If not there is risk of loosing
historical and architectural values forever.
To be able to form an opinion of a building’s actual status, to evaluate the possibilities for future use, the changes that may be desired etc, it is important to consider
which investigations are relevant.

Knowledge and tools
Historical, cultural, technical and structural knowledge is needed to understand and
explain the building’s historical and technical complexity.
Before any construction activities can start and any decisions can be taken it is
necessary to understand how the building structure was originally planned. How it was
constructed and how it has been changed through the years. How the construction is
functioning today, present damages, causes for damages and probability for future
damages to the structure due to structural and technical weaknesses. The origin of the
materials, how they have been treated through the years, which methods that have
been used, etc.

Two main kinds of investigations
Measure tools, photography and drawings are indispensable in this phase. In many
situations it is necessary to call in expertise. It is often of good help if the different
disciplines can work hand in hand, architect, engineer, restorer, art historian and specialised craftsman.

On site
To confirm the condition of the building at the actual inventory it is very important to
verify if there are ongoing damages to the structure like fungus, problems with the
foundation etc.

In archives
In some cases historical facts can be found in archives and from other sources. Literature, photographs, maps, drawings, and paintings or talking to persons connected with
the building could give useful information of the history of the building. It is important
to state from which source the information has been collected.

HISTORICAL AND TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION
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The information from the investigation on site and the information gathered from
other sources should be compared and used parallel. There is always an interaction
between the two investigations, information from archives can be verified by studies on
site, for example hypothesis concerning window openings, use of rooms etc.

Stones removed from original window openings in Sabile
synagogue. Investigations of paint layers show that the vaulted
ceiling has been painted in a light-blue colour.
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Interior layers of paint – preliminary analysis,
Sabile synagogue
Ingrid Hemgren

Introduction
A paint investigation is primarily a step in the documentation of a building facing a
possible change, which may cause information to disappear. The result of the investigation leads to an evaluation of the different strata of paint from a point of view of
cultural history. Are there surfaces of such significance that they have to be preserved
at any cost? An analysis of paint strata consists of two steps. First a study on the site by
means of chemical extraction combined with mechanical scraping. Relevant samples
are taken for the preparation of cross-sections in an amount sufficient to detect flakes
containing the entire section of strata under a microscope.
On site you get to know the surfaces. It is also the only place to study different
treatments of lustre and the possibility of decorative surface treatment. This step is very
important in order to understand the complicated cross-sections, which you subsequently will study under the microscope. That samples do not show the surface, but
rather the density, thickness, dirt layers, cracks of the surfaces, which may not have
been found in situ. Note that colour and hue on the fractures of the strata are not
identical to those of the surfaces. The colours as they appear under the microscope are
described as e.g. yellow-white or grey-brown, which means either a yellowish white or
a greyish brown, that is with the emphasis on the second syllable. The colour description is thus not exact, it is only an aid in comparing the various samples.
The same person should make the steps in this process.
An analysis of pigments was made of the blue pigment on the upper wall faces and
the ceiling. It turned out to be synthetic ultramarine (The first factory for the production of ultramarine pigments was established in France in 1834).

Conclusion
The aspect of the synagogue that has emerged in the course of the labours is that of a
very beautifully decorated room in spite of all the questions that remain. Unfortunately
these decorative embellishments on the walls are fragmentary; if they have not been
scraped down at repainting, they have deteriorated severely from salts and humidity.
The only surface that seems quite intact under its subsequent coats of paint is the first
coat of paint on the wooden barrel vault. Unfortunately, there are some rotted spots
here, too.
I. The investigation showed a light-blue sky colour in the vault with a fine surface for
an original colour. Unfortunately, the scaffolding did not reach the top of the vault
so as to see if the elderly man’s recollection of angels and clouds was true or false.
Whatever the case may be, the synagogue was adorned with a blue sky also at the
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shorter walls above the cornice. To judge by the samples, the walls were whitewashed or white-limed in the first period with pink squirted dados (painted panellings on wall) both by the floor and on the gallery. On the wall beneath the gallery
ceiling a fragment from an ultramarine border was found.
II. Over this surface on the wall below the gallery a light marbling with blocks of
marble emphasised by somewhat broader lines. Attempts were made to find the
marbling in the rest of the room but without convincing results. The red marking of
the rose window to the south probably belongs to this second phase of embellishment. The blue shorter walls were painted aver in a grey-white colour, while the
ceiling paint was allowed to remain. The walls were also painted with great care to
a surface resembling stucco. The red dado paint was probably improved. The dado
of the gallery may now have been painted grey with squirt marbling.
III. At the next repainting, perhaps in the 1920’s, the ceiling is painted over in a yellowwhite (apricot) colour, and so are the shorter walls over the cornice. The cornice
and walls are painted pink and the dado picked out with a thin zigzag band, executed with a template in a pigment rich orange colour.
The following paints are somewhat diffuse, dados and wall surfaces are out of
timing. But one painting of the dado must be specially noted, and that is the surface
treatment in white metal paint, probably coinciding with the installation of the
heaters. Visiting Sabile church, you can still see this kind of surface treatment on
the gallery posts. Over these treatments in the synagogue there are finally two green
coats of paint with a ceiling in yellow white or brownish yellow – yellow white in
the microscope and brownish yellow to the naked eye!
The few coats recovered from the walled up windows indicate that the windows
were covered up relatively late.

Need of further investigations and suggestions
The vaulted ceiling should be examined from a scaffold that reaches all the way to the
top of the vault. If it turns out that the ceiling has been decorated, this ought be given
a decisive role in the aim to restore some of the dignity the room once has had. If,
moreover, the painting shows a high artistic and technical quality, there ought to be no
doubt that it should be restored.
The coats of paint from the walls, however, cannot be saved. Here one has to accept
a scraping down of the surface in order to create a fast and even foundation for a white
wash or distemper painting. Surfaces should be saved for reference of the squirt paint,
the marbling and some intact part where all the paint strata are represented.
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Cross section based on samples and observations made in situ:

* = Painted panelling on wall

During the Soviet period
the synagogue was used
as a sports hall.
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Programme for further investigations,
Sabile synagogue
Rolf Helmers

Background and aim
First inspection was made in July 2000, aiming at an understanding of the internal and
external colouring (and type of paints) –– and at a better knowledge of those parts of
the building, which have disappeared: the balcony, the original floor construction, the
windows etc.
The historical and technical research has to be continued. Its aim is to explain how
the building was ”organised” originally and how changes have been made during the
period when it was used as a synagogue (1890– 1941). The result of the investigations
could be recorded in a (wooden?) model, showing the synagogue (or only the interior)
as it might have looked about 100 years ago.
All fragments, which can be traced, should be recorded and documented. This includes windows, beams, colouring and paint. Details should be measured and shown
on drawings and/or photographs.
The building alone – as it stands today – cannot answer all our questions. This is the
case either you want to ”reproduce” or ”reconstruct” actual parts of the structure, or
you just want a description of the development through the decades (as a basis for the
design for the new use). There is a need for photos, written ”records” etc, connected
with this synagogue or concerning synagogues in the Baltic countries in general.

General questions
Once (in the year 1911, according to archives) there were two synagogues in Sabile.
Only one is still standing. What happened to the other one? How was Jewish life in
Sabile organised before 1941? Is there any documentation, which could explain where
the Jewish bakery, the butcher, the school, were situated. Did the woodshed (the ”entrance building”) originally belong to the synagogue? There is a chimney on its roof!

Colouring
The interior
From the investigations in July 2000, there are cross sections through layers of paint on
the walls. In some places there are around ten separate layers. In the new research we
will have to analyse further the ”connection” between layers in different parts of the
room. What did it actually look like during a certain period? Type of paint (painting
material) may be used to distinguish one period from another. Research behind certain
structural parts – which have been added in later times – may be helpful.
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The wooden ceiling should be inspected carefully (there was no scaffolding in July
2000).
Remains after traditional ”fixtures”, like the pulpit for the Tora books, should be
sought for and documented.
There might be interesting evidence of old colouring in connection to the doors. The
openings for the doors have been changed (diminished) some time.

The exterior
In July 2000 several samples of plaster and paint were taken. There is a need for more
samples and further analysing, if the ”picture” of the synagogue should be clear.
The layers of paint (lime wash?) in the ”blind windows” are of special interest,
because some of these windows were ”open” in older days (also in 1959, according to
a photograph).
The roof cornice is in some parts covered by wooden panelling. There might be
interesting traces of paint behind these panels.
Traces of paint on the window frame, which was found on the attic.

Preparations
• ”Closed” windows, in all directions, should be opened. There might be traces of the
window case. There ought to be traces of the window-sill.
• The concrete floor should be demolished, where we suspect the place for the columns of the balcony and where we suspect that the ”arch” was standing.
• Chimneys should be dismounted, in order to facilitate research on plaster and paint.

Necessary equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scaffolding, movable, high enough for the ceiling.
Ladder to reach far up on inner walls and on the facades.
Working table or big board on ”stands”.
Lamps.
Boards to cover holes and window openings.
The drawings, made by the architect.
Food and lodging (Pedvale)
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Interior layers of paint – investigation,
Sabile synagogue
Kathrin Hinrichs Degerblad
The objective of our investigation was to map the look of the interior during the synagogue existence (1895–2000)
The following description is the result of two visits in the former synagogue at
Sabile (July 2000 and spring 2001).
During the first visit paintsamples were taken and analysed at our workshop in
Sweden revealing up to twelve layers of paint. The second visit had the objective to
further investigate the first three layers as they seemed the most likely to be contemporary with the use of the building as a synagogue.
Another objective was to determine the possibility of uncovering the blue ceiling.
During our second stay we found it possible for one person (equipped with a razorblade) to uncover approximately one square-meter a day.

First layer
The dominant feature in the room is the ceiling, painted with a clear blue oil paint with
some cloud-formations in light slightly yellow white spread over it. Even the upper
part of the short-end walls (above cornice) has the same colouring though here the
paint-media is distemper. The pigment was analysed and proved to be synthetic ultramarine.
From the cornice on down the walls are white, except for painted wainscot on the
balcony at the north wall and at ground level. Some fragments of yellow decoration
were found on the upper part of the north wall. Local witnesses told us that they had
seen stars and moon when the building had been a synagogue. Due to the technical
difficulties of separating distemper-paintlayers we can only conclude that some decoration in bright yellow was situated here. The wainscot-imitation was painted in a slight
brownish pink with stains of black and red. Black lines build a framework of rectangular panels. Its height from the ground is 122 cm.
The walls under the balcony are white with some fine lines of pale greyish and pink
marble-imitation. An approximately 10 cm broad border with dark-blue star-shaped
stencil-elements is situated close to the ceiling (under the balcony). It was not possible
to determine whether this border continued throughout the room.

Second layer
At this second stage the ceiling’s blue colouring is not overpainted but possibly freshened
up with varnish. The short-end-walls above the cornice become light grey, a 3 cm line
frames the circular windows. From the cornice onwards the walls are repainted white
with the same wainscot-imitation as the first layer. The section under the balcony now
becomes a light beige marble-imitation with dark-brown lines defining blocks of stone.
The paintmedia used is distemper.
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Third layer
The ceiling is over-painted with a slightly yellow white oil paint. An equivalent colour
(but distemper) is used for the short-end-walls upper part (above cornice). On the north
wall the cornice-line is raised some 15 cm. From the cornice onwards the walls are
painted with a pink and glossy oil paint. At this stage the balcony loses its wainscotimitation. The “panelling” on the ground level is raised to 136 cm in height and an
orange-red stencil borders its top. The “panel’s” decoration was executed with sponges
layering orange and greenish transparent oil paint on to the pink base. The whole
room is now held in a pink and white colouring.

Results from the investigation of layers of paint
Ceiling
1. Blue with cloud formations (pale yellowish
white glazing paint)
2. Varnish could be used to fresh up the ceiling
3. Yellowish white
South wall
1. Light blue above the moulding, white moulding,
the wall below the moulding white down to the
painted panel (height app. 122 cm)
2. Greyish white above the moulding, white moulding,
the wall below the moulding white down to painted
panel (like no. 1)
3. Yellowish white above the moulding,
moulding and wall pink down to raised painted panel
with stencil welt (height app. 136 cm)
North wall
1. Light blue above the moulding, white moulding, white
wall with yellow ornament at the bottom, painted
panel at the platform, white below the platform (possibly
pale marbling) with blue stencil welt at the bottom,
painted panel (height app. 122 cm)
2. Greyish white above the moulding, white moulding,
the wall below the moulding white down to the painted
panel at the platform, the wall below the platform pale
pink marbling with painted brown lined ashlers to the
painted panel (like no. 1)
3. Yellowish white above the moulding, raising of the
moulding line, soft distemper paint
moulding down to platform pink,
the wall below the platform pink down to raised painted
panel with stencil welt (height app. 136 cm)

oil paint
oil paint

soft distemper paint

soft distemper paint
soft distemper paint
oil paint

soft distemper paint

soft distemper paint

oil paint
oil paint
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Analysis of plaster from Sabile synagogue

The following is an extract from the report (2001-04-05), compiled by the Swedish
National Testing and Research Institute (SP) in Boras, Sweden, on behalf of the Steering committee in Sabile. The aim of the analysis was to characterise the original lime
plaster on the synagogue – its composition, type of binder and aggregate, size distribution of aggregate and, if present, type of admixtures.

Samples
Two samples were taken by the contractor and delivered at the laboratory in Boras
2001-03-06.

Methods
The analyses were performed using optical microscope on thin sections produced
according to Nord Test method 361. For the quantitative analysis point counting WAS
used as in NTBUILD 370, and the lime lumps were counted as aggregate. Size distribution of the aggregate was measured through sieving. Analysis of acid soluble calcium
oxide (CaO) and silica dioxide (SiO2) was performed according to NT BUILD 437.
Calculation of mix proportions was made from a chemical analysis but the result was
adjusted in consideration of the content of lime stone (cf Lindqvist, J.E. & Sandström,
M. 2000: Quantitative analysis of historical mortars using optical microscopy. Materials and Structures vol 33, 612–617 and the method COM-C1 Assessment of mix
proportions in historical mortars using quantitative optical microscopy. RILEM TCCOM: Characterisation of old mortars. Materials and Structures vol 34, 387–388,
2001).

Results
Result from sieving of the aggregate is shown in a Diagramme. Results from point
counting using optical microscopy are shown in Table 1. Analysis of acid soluble calcium oxide (CaO) and silica dioxide (SiO2) is shown in Table 2.
There was a content of limestone in both samples. The aggregate from the eastern
gable contained 27 % of limestone, on the west front there was 19 % (inner coat) and 11
% (outer coat) respectively. The amount of lime lumps in the sample east is 1,9 % and
west 1 %. There was a high amount of fine fractions in the acid insoluble rest.
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Table 1. Point counting in microscope

Void
Aggregate
Binder paste
Cement
Number of points

East
Volume %
7
59
34
896

West (inner) West (outer)
Volume % Volume %
7
4
54
52
39
40
3,1
439
163

Table 2. Chemical analysis of acid soluble components, weight %
Sample
from east gable

Calcium oxide (CaO) Silica (SiO2)
17,9 %
0,6 %

Assessment
Renderings from east and west gables (inner coats) consist of lime mortar. The outer
coat from the west gable is made of lime-cement. Proportions calculated from the
microscopic analysis are shown in Table 3. The hydraulic module in the east front
sample is so low that the binder is classified as pure air-slaking lime.

Table 3. Probable original composition of mortar, calculated on the basis of microscopic
point counting and on chemical analysis.
Sample
East gable
West gable (inner coat)

Volume parts
dry hydrate lime
1:2,5
1:2

Volume parts
lime putty
1:5 (lime:aggregate)
1:4

Diagramme:
Percentage
passing
(weight)

Size (mm)
Size distribution of non-soluble aggregate (the lime lumps not included)
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Microscopic image (ordinary light) of sample from west gable

The aggregate is mainly white, air voids and cracks are yellow and lime paste (binder) is brownish. Image shows coat of lime wash (paint) and two coats of rendering. In the middle there is a
small fragment of clay brick. The “real” size of the image is ca 8 x 6 mm2.
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Structural deformation, Ungurmuiza
Extract from the preliminary investigation by Ilmars Dirveiks, May–June 2000

Entrance facade, vertical deformations
• New roof windows destroy strength of construction and cornice line.
• Damaged water pipes and roof – reason of cornice damages.
• Side walls of mezzanin are going down because ceiling beams are damaged.

Section showing deformations and damages of construction
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rainfall water destroys basement.
Damages of roof covering and end of ceiling beams.
Lower beams installed without dowels – reason for wall deformations.
The beams have a large span and are hanging down due to removing of partition
walls in the 1950’s.
5. Some parts of the construction are removed which reduces the strength.

HISTORICAL AND TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION
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Extract from the preliminary investigation, Ramava
by Inara Caunite, May 2000

6
10

1

3
9

4

2

11
7
5

5

12

8

Original timber constructions

History of construction

Original brick constructions

Ground floor

Constructions from 20th century (to be demolished)
New constructions

1. This window from 1920–30s, looks ugly from
outside, destroys symmetry. From inside it gives
light and a nice view on park – needs discussion.
2. This window was closed when facade boards
were put on. For facade harmony, I prefer to open it.
3. Here are two possibilities: To make a copy of an old
door and keep it closed to make the room look “like in
old times” or to build a wall. The room will look different but the time is
different and we have no original door leaf.
4. This door is closed now but we need it
opened for library function.
5. The old wall without 20th century boarding.
6. Here used to be doors, now window.
The doors should be reconstructed.
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7. The old stairs should be carefully restored.
8. Wooden stairs should be reconstructed.
9. New stairs to provide good communication
with cellar.
10. This wall was made when toilet was built.
Today we can use this place for gas heating
systems.
11. This window is closed now. We need it
opened for facades harmony.
12. External walls should be restored, the lower
beams are damaged and should be replaced
(desirable old timber).

HISTORICAL AND TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

Ceiling
Wall plaster
Timber walls

Damaged parts of construction

Brick walls

First floor

Floors

Room 106 before conservation.

View from room 103 to 101 after
conservation.
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Exterior damages, Sabile synagogue
Documentation by Modris Liepa

Drawing illustrating the exterior facade damages.

Structural damages on
north gable, caused by
broken wall plate.
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Conservation Programme – introduction
Summary of lecture by Per Rydberg

The conservation programme is stating the motifs and aims for the conservation. It is a
means when analysing the prerequisites for the conservation and when weighing the
possible alternative solutions for the conservation work. The preliminary investigations the analysis and the motivation for proposed actions are very important parts of
the conservation programme that cannot be too highly emphasized.

Analysis and evaluation of qualities
A programme for conservation is a description of what you want to achieve. When
producing it there is a tendency to start describing how to solve concrete problems. If
that is done without a previous, profound analysis and evaluation of the qualities of the
building there will be no platform for suggesting measures in a responsible way.
After the works have been done it might appear that values of historical, technical
or cultural importance have been lost.

Analysis of appropriate use
The evaluation must be confronted with reality in form of ways of using the building
and available resources, such as economy and competence. How does the way of using
the building effect its values? Can the building be used for a certain purpose without
loosing essential values? How can the plans for use be changed in order to suit the
terms of the building?
After analysing the consequences of the use of the building, it will be possible to
describe certain measures and works.

Suggested measures
In the part of the programme that describes the specific works the analysis is of great
importance as well as the general ideological aspects. One important field concerns the
attitude to old building techniques, traditional materials and working methods. It is
often a question of appreciating and trusting the works of previous generations.

Continuous completion
The conservation programme should be completed with new aspects and new findings
that come up during the entire conservation process.

CONSERVATION PROGRAMME
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Checklist for a conservation programme
Ramava manor, Sabile synagogue, Ungur manor
Per Rydberg

Starting-points
• History of the building
• Present state and condition of the building – description of the building,
including an interpretation of its visual appearance
• Technical structure, state/condition
• Cultural and historical values
• Suggested future use of the building, objectives
• Demands made by authorities: fire protection, insulation etc
• Evaluation of effects caused by the suggested use and by the authorities

Suggested measures/actions (well motivated)
General
Materials
Working methods
Ground/soil close to the building
Levels
Drainage
Insulation
Pipes
Building structure
Foundation
Cellar
Other foundation walls
Floor structures
Floor on ground
Floor over cellar
Floor over crawl space
Intermediate floors
Loft ceiling beams
Roof construction
Walls
External walls
Original walls
New walls
Interior walls
Original walls
New walls
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Interior fittings
Floors
Doors
Inner doors
Outer doors
Windows
Moulding, beadings
Skirting-boards around windows
Door cases
Panelling
Ceiling lists
Staircases
Joinery, wardrobes, cupboards etc
Interior surface layers (to be completed in the Room Specifications)
Floors
Walls
Ceilings
Facades
Panelling
Boarding
Sheet metal works
Mountings, fittings, pieces of ironworks and other metal works
Balconies
Porches
Roofs
Covering, coating
Chimneys, chimney stacks

Installations
Duct work systems, generally
Water and sewage system
Heating
Ventilation
Electricity
Telephone, alarm system, computer wires

CONSERVATION PROGRAMME
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Preliminary conservation programme, Ungurmuiza

Preliminary programme based on discussions in the Steering Committee, after investigations and studies undertaken February – June 2000, summarised by Ilmars Dirveiks,
Per Rydberg and Ann Lepp.

Starting points
History of the building
(Complete version only available in Latvian)
1. The Manor house was built in 1730–32. It is a one-storey building with a second
storey within the mansard roof (the attic floor). It was one of the first Baroque
buildings in Livland and became model for many similar buildings after the Nordic war.
2. There is a unique amount of archive material concerning the building.
3. The building is well documented in the catalogue made in connection to the exhibition in Rundale 1998.

Technical structure
1. The northern part of the building is built on cellar walls of granite and bricks
whilst other parts are built on foundation walls directly on the ground.
2. The cellars have vaulted ceilings. The vault in the north eastern part has collapsed.
3. Foundation of natural stone partly covered with concrete in the fifties.
4. The wooden floor over the suspended foundation has been removed almost everywhere in the building. In the southern part of the building the beams were laying
directly on the ground. The south eastern part suffered from moisture and fungus
problems in the 1760’s and a protecting layer of brickwork was constructed as
protection between the beams and the ground.
5. The bearing construction is made of horizontal timber.
6. The joints between the walls are invisible and complicated dovetail joints.
7. Externally the timber is covered with a horizontal panel painted with red distemper paint.
8. Internally many of the walls were decorated with painting directly on the timber
(after the subsidence had stopped).
9. The attic ceiling beams with an inset blind floor have a relatively wide span.
10. The attic rooms originally had leaning timber walls. Later the walls were covered
with panels and the space between the timber and the panels was insulated with
sawdust.
11. The mansard roof is built up by roof trusses and a wooden roof underlay with red
oil painted metal roofing sheets.
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Present state and condition of the building
1. The two “mantel korstens” have been replaced by now existing chimneys (in the
1950’s).
2. The roof is covered with roofing sheets, leaking in two places. The original roof
was covered with wooden shingles.
3. Only one original floor is left in the building, in the guardian’s room on the first
floor. A ceramic tile floor in the entrance hall was removed in the 1950’s. On the
ground floor all wooden floors are removed except for the entrance hall (garden
side) where a wooden floor from the 1950’s still remain.
4. There is moisture in the ground, especially in the eastern part of the building.
There is also moisture in the wooden construction in the middle of the building.
5. Serpula lacrymans (dry rot fungus) was found on the ground floor close to one of
the chimneys in the end of June 2000. Measures must be taken immediately!
Walls

1. The plaster on the walls, partly from the 19th century (by the gables) and partly
from the 20th century, has been taken away. Many of the timber walls are decorated with high quality paintings.
2. Most of the partition walls are missing. Parts of the walls have been used for
repairing. This means that parts from the painted timber walls are found both in
repaired internal walls and external walls.
3. In the southern part of the first floor, which together with the mid part was first
decorated, there are planed walls following the shape of the roof. The walls are
even and smooth, a qualified carpenters work, with paintings from the middle of
the 18th century.
Carpentry works

1. The windows have casements from the 1840’s and 1950’s (?). The window frames
are from ?
2. The windows are single windows without inner casements.
3. The entrance door as well as the door on the northern gable is from the middle of
the 18th century.
4. There are only a few inner doors left, none from the first building period, but some
made as copies in the 1950’s.
5. There are almost no skirting boards or mouldings left.
6. Earlier there was a balcony above the main entrance.
Ceilings and attic ceiling beams

1. Many of the ceilings on the ground floor are missing which leaves the beams
visible. They have a wide span and are hanging down and some of the beams are
supported close to the outer walls. In the north western part of the building the
intermediate floor is supported to carry the heavy load of fireplaces and chimneys
placed directly on the floor structure.
2. The entrance room towards the garden has a stucco ceiling from the 1950’s. It is
made as a copy of a former ceiling.
3. In the entrance hall the original wooden ceiling still remains.
4. In the northern part of the attic the ceilings have been plastered in the 1950’s.
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Rooms

1. The entrance room towards the garden is united with the next room to the north.
Between the rooms there is a stage originating from the school period in the 1950s.
2. In the north eastern part of the building where the kitchen was situated nothing is
left (stoves etc) to show the function of the room. The partition walls that once
divided the kitchen area into several rooms are gone. The doors are missing and a
cellar vault has collapsed with a hole in the floor as result.

Cultural and historical values
(Complete version only available in Latvian)
1. The manor house has been of great importance for the Latvian history, art and
culture.
2. A very well kept example of a housing complex including the manor house, several dwelling houses, outhouses, a school building, a teahouse, a mortuary and a
park.
3. The unique high quality paintings made directly on the well-prepared timber
walls.
4. From no other manor house in Latvia are so many culture historical treasures kept
within the family and in archives – furniture, objects of art and family portraits.
5. The building is located within the Gauja National Park.

Future use
The Manor house is going to be used as a “living museum”. The idea is to show the
history of a manor house in Latvia. It will be used as a combined museum and cultural
centre with possibilities to arrange concerts, conferences and exhibitions but also as a
guest house/hotel. To make it possible for guests to stay overnight a hygienic room
with a shower should be built in connection to the bedrooms in the northern part of the
attic, and a toilet suitable for disabled persons on the ground floor. A kitchen and a
café, as well as additional rooms for overnight stay could be placed in the schoolhouse
close to the main building. Measures should be taken to make it possible to use the
schoolhouse as a site hut for the craftsmen during the conservation of the main building.
In the future the surrounding buildings could also be reconstructed and used for
different purposes.

Technical demands
1. New heating system – wood or gas – with water as heating medium.
2. Water and sewage system.
3. Ventilation system.

Demands by authorities
1. Fire protection: A seminar on fire protection issues should be held with the participation of Latvian authorities and Swedish experts.
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Evaluation, overriding principles
The compromise between the culture historical values and technical and functional
demands forming the basis for the proposed actions below.
• The future use of the building with modern additions like toilets, shower heating
and ventilation should be subordinated to and directed by the culture historical
values of the building.
• The first face of the project, the investigation face, should be given great importance since the result of the conservation work, to a great extent, is highly dependent
on the preliminary investigation, of documentation, analysis, evaluation and programme work.
• Generally it is the present condition of each room or part of the building together
with information from archives that will determine which period of the buildings
history should be shown after the conservation.
• All original material and surfaces should be kept.
• Traditional materials (materials used when the building originally was erected) and
working methods should be used for conservation and reconstruction works.

Proposed actions and measures
General
Materials and working methods

1. The main principle is that traditional materials (materials that were used when the
building originally was erected) and working methods shall be used as far as
possible. Knowledge about materials and methods will be exchanged within seminars and workshops. Education where craftsmen from Sweden and Latvia work
side by side will be arranged in the beginning of certain working procedures.
These issues will be further discussed.
2. It is important that timber and wood of good quality are available in good time
before the construction process is started. The timber must have a sufficiently long
drying period.
Aspects for some basic decisions

1. Different aspects are taken into consideration when deciding which period of the
history of the building that should be visible after the conservation. Generally it is
the present condition of each room and of each part of the building that will
determine. The archive documentation is also of great importance.
2. The exterior should be restored to the appearance it had at the end of the 19th
century. It is considered essential to restore the original position of the dormer
windows in the attic.
3. It is suggested that the furnace room for the heating system should not be placed in
the manor house but in one of the secondary buildings.
4. To minimise the wet rooms it is suggested that toilets should only be placed in the
western part of the building. Supplementary toilets could be placed in secondary
buildings (for example in a house in connection to the parking place).

Ground/soil close to the building
1. To prevent moisture from getting into the foundation walls the ground close to the
facade should be inspected. The ground should be lowered around the building.
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Building structure
Foundation

1. The old stone foundation is partly covered with concrete from the renovation in
the 1950’s. Due to moisture in the foundation there are salt sediments on the concrete layers. This can be removed with a vacuum cleaner, preferably when the
weather is dry. A moisture barrier should be placed between the foundation and
the ground plate. Birch bark or asphalt cardboard could be used. The insulation
material should reach down to the ground level. Old organic filling material
should be removed and replaced by ceramic gravel (Ceramcite, Leca).
Cellars

1. The collapsed vault in the cellar below the kitchen should be restored. The vaulted
room could be used to house the boiler for the new heating system.
2. No severe problems in the other cellars.
3. The late 19th century bathroom in one of the cellars should be reconstructed.
Floor structures

1. Floors on the ground: All floors on the ground floor are missing. New structures
with new floor beams should be built directly on the soil protected with birch bark
and insulated with ceramic gravel (Ceramcite, Leca).
2. Intermediate floors: Some of the floor beams are heavily damaged by moisture
(rot). Some beams should be replaced – others can be repaired by replacing only
the damaged parts. A level problem with ceilings and floors will occur if the old
beams are replaced by new ones. The old beams will hang down more than the
new ones.
3. Attic ceiling beams: Beams should be systematically documented. This should be
made together with the documentation of the roof construction and the roof trusses. Every roof truss should be schematically drawn. All roof trusses should be
marked with a number, corresponding to the number on the drawing. Proposed
action plan for each damaged part. This material will serve as practical information to the craftsmen and the controller.
Roof construction

1. See no. 3 above.
2. Wooden shingles should replace the existing roof covering (as original). Example
of old shingle pieces are available as prototypes. To create a ventilation space the
shingles could be placed on battens. To avoid leaking water a roof underlay of
oiled fibreboard could be used underneath the batten.
External walls

1. Damaged timber logs should be replaced or repaired. Panel boards should be
removed to make it possible to check the parts where moisture damages are suspected and to make it possible to repair the damaged timber.
2. The external walls should not be insulated.
3. The timber that has been replaced during the conservation camps (without dowels)
should be remade with dowels and insulated with birch bark against the soil.
4. Decorated timber from the partition walls that has been used to repair external
walls should only in exceptional cases be exchanged and placed as fragments in in
reconstructed partition walls.
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Internal walls

1. Original walls are treated individually (see separate room programme).
2. Reconstructed walls should be made of horizontal timber (in the same manner as
originally). The walls should be connected to the external walls using the old
notches (holes) with a tenon (tap) through the external wall. Three of the beams
should be secured on the outside of the external wall with new iron anchors, copies
of the original ones, one at the top, one in the middle and one at the bottom. The
anchors should be painted with red lead to prevent rust. The holes should be
tightened with stuffing of tow.
3. Some of the internal walls have been built with reused timber from other internal
walls in the building. Some of them were decorated during the 18th century. If an
inventory shows that the decorated logs could be reused in a meaningful way this
should be considered.

Facades
1. The facades should be complemented with wooden panel of the same look and size
as the existing panel from the late 19th century. The existing panel should be reused as far as possible.
2. The balconies above the front entrance and towards the garden entrance should be
reconstructed.
3. The reconstruction of the staircase on the north gable of the building should be
completed.
4. Facade colour?

Interior carpentry and windows
All rooms are treated individually (see separate room programme).
1. Original windows on the first floor?
2. Existing windows should be kept and repaired.
3. Removable inner casements.
4. New inner doors should be made with an old door as model.
5. Later added doors should be repaired and reused.
6. Linings and skirting boards should be reused and complemented.
7. The central staircase should be restored. The worn out tread boards are repaired
with inlays.
8. Colours on carpentry and windows?
9. The stage from the 1950’s is kept.

Interior surface layers
All rooms are treated individually (see separate room programme).
1. Floors
2. Walls
3. Ceilings

Interior fittings
All rooms are treated individually (see separate room programme).
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Installations, chimneys, stoves and heating
1. An installation duct is placed in the central corridor in the building. It has to be
possible to inspect the installations.
2. Repairing of existing chimneys when needed.
3. Existing tiled stoves should be repaired (and placed in their original position).
4. Heating facilities should be placed in tiled stoves. The museum part should be
heated to maximum +10 ºC in wintertime.
5. Heating system will be more discussed. It is suggested that the boiler should be
placed in a building next to the manor house.
6. To ventilate the building the natural ventilation through the existing chimneys
should be used.
7. In rooms for hygienic functions (“wet rooms”) and in the kitchen the ventilation
for the exhaust air is reinforced with fans during the summer.
8. Electrical fittings (?).
9. Water and sewage system (?).
10. Telephone, security system, alarm systems, computer wires (?).

Fire protection
1. Extra emergency exits (on the first floor this could be arranged with folding out
ladders in one of the rooms at each gable).
2. Fire alarm.

Construction of joints in the original timber walls in Ungurmuiza.
Extract from the preliminary Historical and Technical Investigation
by Ilmars Dirveiks.
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Different solutions for the reconstruction of the partition walls were discussed within the steering group. For the construction of joints it was decided
that the 2nd suggestion should be used.

One of the reconstructed walls is taking
form.
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Aims of conservation, Sabile synagogue
Extract from the conservation programme by Modris Liepa
The primary aim is to maintain the historical authenticity and integrity of the building.
The historical structure should be conserved and repairs should be made with traditional materials and techniques. Craftsmanship and techniques should correspond with
those used originally. New windows and a new balcony will have to be constructed. All
modern ”building services” – toilets, boiler room, offices etc – will be placed in a new
building replacing an old wood shed behind the synagogue. The silhouette of the synagogue is important for the townscape in Sabile. Thus the volume of the woodshed
behind the synagogue became steering when designing the new entrance building.

The old wood shed behind the synagogue.
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The synagogue consists of one big
room, 18x16 metres, covered with
a wooden vaulted ceiling. The outer
walls are made of local stone and
brick. The facades are plastered and
whitewashed (lime paint). Investigations have shown that in earlier
stages they have been painted in
darker colours.
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Technical Design and Specifications – introduction
Summary of lecture by Rolf Helmers

The technical design and specification
• is a part of the whole process of learning to read the building: recording, investigation, analysis and design.
• is a process where you get knowledge – answers to your questions, and – as a result
– you will have a new landscape with its complexity of new truths and doubts.
It is a process, oscillating from overview to detail, and during this process, you will
find that the true statement is like the axis in a rotating body. This axis is not
defined because of its immobility – it is the movement around it that makes it
physical.
• as a fox trot – two steps forward and one step back.
The need of a methodical way forward during a knowledge-process.
• its connection to the Historical and Technical Investigations.
The need of defining the existing historical value and connect it with an understanding of the existing building as a technical system and its manner of action.
Some guidelines concerning the choice of methods and materials.
• its connection to the Conservation Programme -the house owners wishes. The needs
of acting as a pedagogue and to behave like the lawyer of the building.
• its connection to the time-schedule. The need of making decisions in the right order.
• to be used as a communication towards other specialists. The need of co-ordination,
organisation of the material etc.
• as a material for different users, different purposes, in different situations and stages:
– Proposal documents, to be approved by the owner and the authorities.
– Tender documents, a basis for calculations and for tenderisers. Those documents
will enable accurate costs to be obtained and the best contractor to be chosen.
– Work documents, drawings and specifications on quality and amount to be used
as a basis for the practical conservation and construction works. Specifications
are the documents, containing the instructions and/or requirements concerning
the execution and quality of the work. They may include illustrations to explain
the textual information.
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Timber quality and timber works – specifications
Summary of lecture by Ann Lepp

Investigation and analysis
A thorough investigation and analysis of the building and the building materials is a
necessary basis for the quality and work specifications.
Help from experts with well-documented experience from old wooden buildings will
facilitate the investigation. It might be necessary to make special analysis if there are
damages caused by fungus or insects. In many situations the best expert might be an
experienced timber man or a carpenter.

Quality
Timber for reparation, complements or reconstruction should be of at least the same
quality as the original timber used. And the timber works should be made in the same
way as they were made originally.
There are different quality demands depending on where in the building the timber
is going to be used. Wood and timber are living materials that move. In some cases it
might be better to choose recycled timber instead of new timber.
The quality specification might contain description of:
•
•
•
•

Kind of wood
Dimension and length
Annual rings frequency, the age and ripeness of the timber
Moisture ratio, particularly when changing logs, to be able to make
calculation of the shrinking of the timber
• Heartwood share
• Resin percentage
• Occurrence of twigs, cracks or other damages

Workmanship
There should be a written work specification with drawings describing how the repairs
should be made, what kind of joins, what kind of plaining, rough or fine, way of cutting
etc. But in order to avoid mistakes the written specification should be completed with
an explanation and discussion on the building site, together with the architect, the
building contractor, the master builder and the appropriate experienced experts and
craftsmen.

Supply of timber and wood
It might seem unnecessary to mention that one should see to that there is timber available when the works start. The timber should have been felt in good time to dry properly.
The drying could be natural – in an aired space, or fast dried in a special hot air oven.
The tree needs an adequate growth place to reach good quality. The tree should
grow slowly not because of lack of nourishment but because of the climate. It is said
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that the timber quality is better when felt in wintertime when the growth cycle is less
active, and the nutrient in the tree is minimal. Lots of rain will bring a lot of sugar in
the trees, which will favour the growth of fungus and other organisms.
The trees should be mature, ready to fell that is, the growth must have decreased,
the year rings should be tight and the percentage of heartwood high, The average age
of a mature fur tree is about 120–150 years. The timber should be transported from the
forest as soon as possible after the felling and not damaged during transport and stored
at the building site under roof in a dry, ventilated space.

Continuous investigation
In a conservation process you must always count on surprises. Not everything
is possible to investigate or foresee. New
questions will always arise during the
building process and new decisions must
be taken.

Late wood
Very close growth rings out
by the bark
The increment has gradually
decreased

Early wood

Heart wood

High share of
hearthwood

Pith

Heartwood

Section of a
mature pine

Sapwood
Bark
Diameter at breast height 350–450 mm

Low share of
hearthwood

Section of an
immature pine

Illustration from the Swedish publication
Trä förr och nu (”Wood – yesterday and today”)
published by The National Heritage Board, Sweden.

Diameter at breast height 200 mm
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Repair of timber structure, Ungurmuiza – workshop
May/June 2001
Instructor Sven-Erik Sihlberg
In order to find out the right methods for the repairing of the timber walls in Ungurmuiza a one-week workshop was arranged before the real timber works started. This facilitated the work substantially. It is both time sparing during the ordinary working process and also a perfect way of making a good working team. The training camp included
mending, complements, exchange of damaged parts, reconstruction of parts that had
been taken away, lifting of the timber wall etc.
1. History and technique
The architect in charge goes over the building.
2. Care of damages
Theoretical overview with examples of damages in the timber structure. Before and
after steps are taken.
3. Wood knowledge
Principles for tree felling, when the timber is to be felled, how to choose timber, timber
quality, drying time, storing wood etc.
4. Tool knowledge
5. Moss for isolation
Select and collect moss in the forest. Storing the moss.
6. Calculating the load
Relieving pressure, temporary support construction while changing logs and the lifting
of a log wall.
7. Lifting a timber wall
By means of crutches and wedges in window apertures.
8. Dismantling
of damaged material.
9. Preparing timber
– Hewing raw logs into squared timbers.
– How to align and adjust warped timber before inserting it into the wall.
10. Joinery
– Different types of joints.
– Hooked joint (with joint head) with simple hook, dovetail, hooked dovetail (common, good to know).
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11. Rough-hewing (with a broad axe)
Two types of long carving:
– With a rough edge.
– Without a rough edge, i.e. quite smooth.
12. Planing
– Rough planing – to plane the surface rough.
– Fine planing – to plane the surface smooth to obtain a surface smooth
enough to be painted.

Lifting of the timber wall, Ungurmuiza. Lower
beams have been exchanged.

Preparing timber logs during the workshop at
Ungurmuiza.
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Repair of timber structure, Ramava – workshop
14–18 May 2001
Instructors Daniel Åkerman and Roland Åkerman

The objective of this workshop and the practical exercises was to find methods of
repairing the timber walls at Ramava and to gain knowledge on timber and carpentry.
1. Construction and damages
Survey of the building and discussion of the damages.
2. Principles of repairing timber
Examples of measures taken. Objectives for the restoration.
3. Choice of timber
About timber quality, drying, humidity etc.
4. Storing timber
About storing and drying on site.
5. Tools and other equipment
– Axe, broad axe, chalk line, drawknife, hand-turned drill, hydraulic jack,
air cushion etc.
– Care of wood, sharpening of edges, the use of whetstones.
6. Preparing timber, hewing
– From log to rough timber.
– How to align and adjust warped timber.
– The use of chalk string, hewing two smooth sides.
– The use of a drawknife, hewing top and
bottom surfaces.
7. Joining
Dovetail after original in the building.
8. Raising a timber wall
By means of hydraulic jack, wedges and air
cushion. Relieving, temporary support.
9. Exchanging timber
Exchanging damaged timber, splicing a log,
joining half-in-half, hidden tenon joining.
10. Planing
– Rough planing – to plane the surface rough
– Fine planing – to plane the surface smooth to
obtain a surface smooth enough to be painted.
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Lifting of the timber wall at Ramava.
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Productions of windows – workshop at Vitol’s carpentry
June 2001
Instructors Thomas Tempte and Pelle Vildapel

The objective of the workshop was to find methods for the making of window frames
and sashes for the former synagogue in Sabile. The point of departure was two original
frames and part of a window sash. Windows from the mansion of Ramava were also
studied for comparison.
Good wood was scarce. Hence we could only make a “model”window during the workshop. The following aspects were treated:
Analysis of original frames and sash
The choice of wood, joining and surface treatment was discussed. The
original frame was made from massive wood. This would have been
preferable today, too, but it would require long term planning. The
same heavy dimensions can be obtained by gluing together several
parts.
Selecting the wood
The wood for both frame and sash should be delivered as raw-edged
boards with a degree of heartwood of c. 70–80 % and at least 5 annual
rings per cm. Dries to a humidity of 10 %. An advantage with gluing is
that wood of poorer quality can be used in the part of the frame that
is turned inwards towards the masonry.
Gluing
The dimension 5 inches x 8 inches is obtained by gluing together two
pieces of 2 inches x 6 inches. These are glued surface to surface so the heartwood is
turned outwards. For an edge a piece of 2 inches x 4 inches of only heartwood is glued
onto the frame. All the pieces should be made in a sequence.
Routering moulds
All routering and planing should be done in one sequence. The groove for inner window shall be milled 2 mm deeper than the groove for the outer window.
Joining
The lower corners of the curved frame is joined with mortise and tenon joints. The
tenons of the vault are secured by means of foxtail wedges, made to the depth of 2/3 of
the width of the frame. The tenons shall be sawed with a tooth point hardened saw.
That way they can be joined quickly and without subsequent adjustment. The tenons
are so aligned as to make room fo the deep groove for the inside window.
Sashes
The sashes are copied after the model. The best, sap rich, heartwood is used for horizontal parts (Lower plates and window-bars).
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New windows,
Sabile synagogue.
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Lime plaster, Sabile synagogue – workshop May 2001
Instructor Kenth Klasén

The objective of the façade restoration was to recreate the original colour scheme, the
texture of the surface of the façade, and the profiles as they appeared at the previous
turn of century. Material and workmanship for the façade restoration was decided
during a workshop in Sabile in May 2001, summarised by Hans Sandström.
Window openings, sheet metal covers and roof cornice
All the former window openings are to be re-opened. The new frames are to be mounted from inside. Hence some of the plaster in the recesses must be removed.
Documentation by means of photographs and notes about how they are attached
and what kind of fold that has been used shall be made of the sheet metal covers. All
the sheet metal shall subsequently be dismantled. The wooden boards under the roof
cornice shall be dismantled.
Removal of damaged or non-compatible plaster
Old lime plaster in good condition shall be saved. All cementitious plaster shall be
removed, the purpose being to create a good surface for one or more coats of lime
mortar.
A variety of methods for the removal of plaster were discussed. Various mechanical
methods are suitable for removing thick coats of lime cement plaster or to rinse joints
that have been mended with cement mortar: hammer, chisel, compressed air chisel etc.
A “mill” can be used to treat a surface with a thin coat, using a suitable abrasive, when
the coat behind is undamaged and may be saved.
Protective coating, cleaning, treating algae and lichen
The entire surface in question shall be covered – outside the scaffolding – with jute
cloth or some corresponding materials, as a protection against dust, sun and wind.
Windows and doors must be covered as to prevent the penetration of dust. Wall copings
and other surfaces – that can be expected to get soaked with water – must be covered.
All surfaces must be high-pressure watered, partly to remove loose plaster fragments, partly to remove coats of paint (from parts of walls where the plaster is to be
saved). The high-pressure gear must have adjustable pressure and nozzle. Washing
must be done with care, so only loose particles are washed away.
Algae and lichen grow on the north gable. In order to prevent them, as far as
possible, from returning in the new plaster, that façade ought to be treated with a 10 %
solution of Boracol. The solution is applied thinly (like a vapour) with a small backcarried spray.
Documentation
When the plaster containing cement has been removed and the clean masonry or the
original surface visible – as on the gable facing the yard – all façades are to be photographed and cracks, braces etc. shall be documented on the façade drawings. Cornices
are copied on a template. The contractor shall report to the commissioner (the architect) when the documentation can be made.
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Repairing masonry and cornices
Sections where the plaster has lost its adhesion and/or where stones or bricks have
fallen out, shall be cleaned and repaired with suitable new stone, preferably the local
tufa or the stone that has been “left” when opening for the windows.
How the cracks that run through and through by the corner of the north gable and
the west chimney are to be repaired/secured was not settled at the seminar.
All cornices shall be copied on templates. Repairs are made in suitable stone and in
mortar.
Joints are to be filled with mortar of the same type as type B. The cleaned joints
shall be filled with mortar, pressed into place with hammer and wooden wedge.
Repair of plaster surfaces is made with mortar type B or C.
Water the joints for 4 days with a back-carried sprayer.
Choice of plaster materials (raw materials)
Two kinds of binder were considered:
a Mildly hydraulic lime from Saulskalne, grey in colour, delivered as burnt (not
slaked) in powder form. It is slaked in a surplus of water and stirred according to
instructions on the bag. After one day the free water is bailed out so that a lime
putty (of roughly a yoghurt consistency) is left as a residue on the bottom.
b Air carbonising lime. During the tests we only had access to a small tin of wet
slaked lime putty from Gotland. Different alternatives were discussed – powder
(dry-hydrated) lime from Lithuania or Belarus, or wet slaked lime from Nigrande
or Saaremaa (Estonia).
Sand may be obtained from a quarry a few kilometres west of Sabile. It consists of
quartz and silica but also grains of limestone. It can be sieved and used in two varieties:
coarse and fine.
I Coarse sand – grain size 0–6 mm.
II Fine sand – grain size 0–2 mm.
The sand to be used should contain c. 20 % grains of limestone.
Preparing mortar
Three different kinds of mortar, for different purposes were discussed:
A. Slightly hydraulic lime mortar with coarse sand. Mixed with 1 part (volume) of
lime putty, prepared by Saulkalne powder lime (lime type A and 1.5 parts coarse
sand type I).
B. Air hardening mortar with coarse sand (a coarse priming), mixed with 1 part by
volume of lime (type b) and 3 parts of sand (type I).
C. Air hardening mortar for the last layer.
Mix with 1 part by volume of lime (type b) and 2–3 parts of sand (type II).
The mortar will be most pliable if it is mixed in a “paddle mixer”. The tests were
carried out in a modern rotary drum – that does not add air to the mortar to the same
degree, as is usually preferred.
Mixing time at least 30 minutes.
Working practices
The plastering works should preferably be finished by the end of July, so that the
plaster has the time to carbonise before being limewashed (painted).
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The finished surface should be smooth but not too dense. Overworking will press the
lime (the binder) to the surface and the plaster will fall off after the first winter. A very
dense surface will also make carbonation more difficult.
Socle of rubble and brick masonry

Plaster on the socle should be very thin. The largest stones should not be completely
covered. Small stones (pinning stones) should be placed in joints where possible, to
reduce the volume of mortar.
First coat with mortar type A – to make the plaster stick to the granite stones.
Second coat (straightening coat) with mortar type B.
Wall surfaces

The final surface should match the texture of the original plaster surface. Different
crafts’ methods, tools and number of coats will be necessary. Test surfaces should be
prepared on wood fibreboard sheets, 1 x 1 metres, labelled with the composition of the
mortar, number of coats and what tools have been used.
All surfaces, from which all the old plaster has been removed, should be repaired
with the number of coats necessary – each coat 10 mm or less (mortar type B).
All surfaces, including those where old (original) plaster is still remaining, should
be covered with a very thin finishing coat (c. 3 mm).

Painters training the technique of applying the lime paint at the workshop, Sabile synagogue,
August 2001.
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Lime paint, Sabile synagogue – workshop
August 2001
Instructor Kenth Klasén

The objective of this workshop and practices is to show how to apply traditional lime
paint, based on wet slaked lime and pigments. The following points were covered at
the seminar.
1. Materials and equipment
Wet slaked lime (calcium hydroxide) from Saaremaa, 0.6 kilograms per square metre
facade. Pure water. Lime-fast pigment.
Sheet metal barrels (drums) of 200 litres, stirring stick, whisk on a power drill, plastic
buckets, sensitive scale for weighing pigments, brushes, back carried spray and equipment for personal protection (goggles and gloves).
2. Preparations
The plaster needs about three weeks to carbonise. Test with phenolphthalein. The surfaces to be painted shall be brushed clean and too “dense” areas shall be “roughened”
through scraping.
3. Making limewater
20 litres of lime putty is mixed with 150–170 litres of water. The mixture is allowed to
set for 24 hours. The clear water over the sediment is limewater.
4. Making white lime paint (lime milk)
20 Litres of lime putty is stirred with 130 litres of water, preferably warm. Whisk with
power drill. Lime milk is the binder in lime paint.
5. Making coloured paint
The colour pigments are carefully weighed. For colour samples 10 % of the lime milk
is put in the barrel along with 10 % of the amount of pigment indicated (according to
the colour samples). Stir vigorously.
On the facade of the synagogue three different pigments are used:
Wall faces: Burnt terra/raw terra
Pilasters and window frames: Raw terra, small amount.
Socle: Lampblack
6. Site practice – workmanship
Spray before the first coat.
C. 5–6 coats, one coat per day. In dry or hot weather each coat shall be preceded by
spraying. Fix with lime water after the last coat.
The lime paint is applied with a big brush in criss-cross or circular pattern. For cornices or details a small wire brush is used. NOTE! Lime and pigments sink – keep the
paint (the lime wash) stirred throughout the work, so that the last brushful is as thin as
the first!
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Specification on paint works, Sabile synagogue

This is an extract from the Specification on Paintwork, compiled by master painter
Michael Brantsjö. The original specification is set up according to AMA (Swedish
system for Technical Specification on Material and Workmanship). It is built upon
standard treatments, but the approved treatments are also specified “in plain language”. In this extract the references to AMA has been excluded. This specification was set
up during a visit in Sabile, when also a large number of colours were approved after
adjustment.

Specification on materials and products
Proposed possible suppliers
(names of producers or distributors)
Glue
Glue for stopper in ceiling shall be bone glue (with chalk).
Lime wash
External and internal lime washing is made with pure lime putty, as special regard
must be paid to the lime resistance in the blue pigment.
Stopper
The joinery is to be stopped with oil stopper or with boiled linseed oil and chalk,
prepared like putty.
Distemper
Recipe of distemper:
Chalk
10 kg
Water
c. 5 l
bone glue 0.2 kg dissolved in water
10 litres of ready paint = covering c. 20 square metres
Oil Paint
Joinery is to be painted with linseed oil paint.
In ceiling under gallery talc is added to obtain a matt surface.
Yellow Soap
Yellow soft soap is to be used for treating the floors, alt. “Timberex” old-fashioned
wood soap natural or white pigmented.
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Materials and workmanship were introduced for the painters during the workshop.

Specification on workmanship
Tools
Spray painting must not be performed.
Joinery is brush painted with a flat brush and evened out with a flat brush.
Lime plaster surface shall be criss-cross painted with wall brush.
Protection
Wooden floor surfaces are covered with masonite boards and adhesive tape to counteract pressure marks from scaffolds etc.
Underlay
All surfaces have to be dry prior to painting (at most 15 % humidity for wood), clean
and suitable for the prescribed treatment.
Painting tests, colour tests, test surfaces
The following tests should be performed
Floors
Socles
Plaster walls, lime
Plaster walls gables, lime
Joinery, oil paint inter.
Plaster walls, lime
Windows, doors exter.
Plaster walls, lime
Ceiling wooden panelling
Etc…

soap scrubbing (grey tone)
soap scrubbing (grey tone)
NCS 0505.Y7R (hued white)

NCS 0505.Y7R
NCS 0505.Y7R
NCS 0505.Y7R
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Paint tests of squirt paint is done with lime paint and dry pigment squirted with a
wooden whisk.
Colour ranges are made on drawings by the architect.
Test surfaces are required of all the prescribed colours and building parts.

Approved treatments – Interior surfaces
Treatment No.

Floors and socles
New wooden floor, ground
New wooden floor, gallery
Steps in staircase
Wooden thresholds
Plastered walls
Plastered walls, new plaster up to cornice
Plastered “panelling” on the gallery
Window bays, new plaster (lime)
Cornice, new and old plaster
Plastered walls, upper part of gables
Ceiling and gallery
Ceiling boards, new wood
Ceiling boards, old, with original paint
Ceiling boards under the gallery
New wooden columns
New wooden beam and railings
Iron grating in ceiling
Doors, entrances, shutters etc.
Wooden entrance doors, new

7
7
7
7

Soap scrubbed
Soap scrubbed
Soap scrubbed
Soap scrubbed

9
8
9
11
12

Off white
Squirt paint with stripes
Off white
Off white
Ultramarine

17
18
20
16
21
22

Ultramarine
Ultramarine
Yellow
Yellow
Off white
Dark grey

27

Yellow

Quality demands on finished surfaces
Grades of Gloss
Surfaces

Scale Parts

Wooden floor, socles, tarnished
Plaster surfaces, tarnished
Ceiling boards, tarnished
Carpentry, windows, doors, half tarnished

Max 5
Max 5
6–10
30–59
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Painting Instructions (extract)
No. Treatment

Colour

5. Priming with thinned linseed oil paint, filling up of nail
holes and the like when necessary, a first coat of linseed
oil paint (concerns new entrance doors).

Raw terra

6. Careful washing with ammonium hydrate diluted with
water, light sandpaper no 120, priming with thinned linseed oil paint, a first coat of linseed oil paint, ready-coating
with linseed oil paint (concerns new window frames).

Raw terra

7. Machine polishing with sandpaper no 100 as the final
grade. Soft soap scrubbing twice according to the producer’s
specifications.

Natural wood

8. “Squirt” painting with limewash in three different colour
tones, line 5 mm painted by hand (new lime plaster surface).

Burnt terra in three
different tones.

9. Limewashing according to instructions from the master
mason (new lime plaster).

Off white

11. Removal of all non-solid coats of limewash, linseed oil
paint, acrylic paint, then repairing of lime plaster to get
a new plaster surface, first coat with special primer,
painting with distemper.

Same colour as main
walls

12. Lime washing according to instruction from the master
mason.

Ultramarine

15. Cleaning by scraping, grinding with no 80 to a soft
metal shine, priming with rust proof primer. Two
applications with tarnish linseed oil paint (concerns
iron rods).

Ultramarine, same
colour tone as the
ceiling panel and
plaster gables

16. Machine-polishing (no 60–80 and 120) to a completely plain
surface, priming with thinned linseed oil paint, twice
painting with linseed oil paint (wooden columns and beams).

Yellow

17. Shellacking, first primer of linseed oil paint, filling-up of
open holes, first finishing coat of linseed oil paint,
finishing coat of distemper paint.

Ultramarine

18. Washing with ammonium hydrate and water, scraping to
solid surface, sandpapering with no 80–120, first primer
consisting of boiled linseed oil, white spirit, zinc-white,
filling-up of open holes. First finishing coat: linseed
oil paint. Finishing coat: distemper.

Ultramarine

21. Shellacking. Priming with thinned linseed oil paint,
filling-up of open holes, two coats of linseed oil paint
(wooden panneling under gallery).

Yellow

22. Scraping, brushing to (soft) metal shine, priming with
“Protect” red lead oxide paint, twice painting with
tarnish linseed oil paint (iron grating in the ceiling).

Dark grey

27. Priming with thinned linseed oil paint, filling-up of holes,
twice painting with linseed oil paint (entrance doors).

Unburnt terra
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Paint works, Ramava – workshop, March 2002
Instructor Michael Brantsjö

Decisions concerning paint and surfaces were made at a workshop about paint and
painting summarised by Lolo Törnblom. All the painters were participating as well as
the Latvian and the Swedish architects.
Michael Brantsjö made a survey about traditional paint and new demands in Sweden with a starting point at Ramava and the requirements there. All participants went
around in the building and discussed specific details at strategic points.

Decisions
General

The final coatings with linseed-oil paint shall be done when all the dust producing
works are finished.
Interior paint

Walls:

Ceilings:
Carpentry
Windows:
Doors:

Dressings,
Joinery,
Skirting
Floors:
Main staircase:

Ground coat according to old Latvian formula.
Second and/or final coat with emulsion paint
Michael Brantsjö suggests a good emulsion paint to use.
Ground coat with lime.
Second coat with chalk. Sprayed on the surface.
Linseed oil. Ground coating is done.
All doors are already painted with linseed oil-paint. They need one
more coating in general. Maybe two layers are needed in some cases. That will be decided when the first layer is done.
Original door leaf at the first floor, now at the contractor’s workshop, will be installed in original place. Suggestion that the new
made door leaf is stored at the attic.

Linseed oil paint in thin layers.
Treatment with soft soap in general.
First treatment with 50/50 linseed oil/turpentine (white spirit).
Ground coat and final coatings with linseed oil paint and pigment in
thin layers.
Pigment volume according to sample from previous layers.
Since all previous layers of paint have been removed there is a suggestion to let the staircase be as it is, without paint with only a first
treatment with oil and turpentine.
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Comment

The staircase has never been without a coat of pigmented paint. To leave it unpainted
when all the other surfaces are being restored and renovated can look a bit odd. Given
time to pick out the formula of pigment and to paint a small sample before final
decision of colour is positive. To leave it without paint is more doubtful.
Exterior paint

The exteriors are not going to be painted until later in the spring.
New wood:

Existing wood:
The stairs:
The loggia:

The plinth:

There is a lot of new panel boards at some facades, new shutters and
columns
All new wood needs a protection layer of 50/50 linseed-oil/ turpentine (white spirit) with pigment titanium dioxide and zinc white. Before painting the knots are heated to extract tree resin. That layer
should be put on as soon as possible.
The surface of greyish on the wood is removed and parts with
growth of algae shall be cleaned before new paint is put on.
Suggested treatment is to use vitriol in hot water. It gives the wood a
patina of grey and a protection coating.
Ceiling: repair the plaster where damaged and put on new plaster
and paint. Important not to remove existing plaster.
Walls: the left corner with old tiles, leave old paint as it is with just
small retouches. The right corner with many new logs and panel
needs new paint.
The corner to the right of the porch has loose plastering. The treatment of the plinth has to wait until it is sure not to let go of the under
layer. Must be carefully followed-up.
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Documentation and final report – checklist
Hans Sandström
Documentation is a compilation of text and pictures. “Documentum” is Middle AgeLatin and means “something to gain wisdom or knowledge from”.
The main purpose of the final report is to be the document that gives our successors
knowledge about the conservation that has been carried out, about basis for decision,
motifs, materials and execution.
A continuous documentation should be planned already in the opening stage.

The documentation – final report should contain:
1. Preliminary investigation
Drawings and photos, historical background, technical analysis, investigations made
by restorers or other specialists. The preliminary investigation should be complemented during the work process – new discoveries are made continuously in the building
and the archives.
2. The conservation programme
With a presentation of the purpose and motifs for taken measures. When the work is
completed new findings can be put together and added separately to the programme.
3. Design documents
Drawings and specifications that are revised continuously so that they show the actual
executed work.
4. Analysis of materials and specifications
Just trademarks are not sufficient because they often disappear or change names, which
makes future works complicated.
5. Minutes from site meetings or steering group meetings
Minutes that show not only decisions but also motifs and alternative solutions will help
future judgements and efforts.
6. Photographs
Taken during the whole work process, with dates and descriptions, with photos from
the preliminary investigation as a basis. Some parts of the process should be given
certain attention, for example when plaster is removed or when the roof is dismantled
and a possible study of the walls and trusses is at hand.
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The Raadvad-Centre, Denmark
Søren Vadstrup
The Raadvad-Centre is the national Danish research, information and training Centre
for Restoration and Crafts. The Center has specialized in the restoration of buildings
with traditional crafts, traditional materials and traditional constructions. The activities of the Center are: Research, information, education and training courses, consultants work and practical restoration work.
The Raadvad-Center has the following aims:
• To promote the preservation of the Danish architectural heritage as intact as possible, including its character, its original fabric and its appropriate use.
• To promote the maintenance of the building crafts, connected to the Danish architectural heritage, including a number of small firms where only a few craftsmen are
executing their profession.
• To promote the continuous production and use of a number of traditional materials
and craft skills as they form part of old buildings.
• To promote the most appropriate economical methods of maintenance and restoration of old buildings.
• To promote and develop the manufacture and applications of the most sustainable
materials, constructions and methods within the building sector.

Restoration codes and attitudes
Minimum interventions
First of all, it is important, that the original fabric and parts of the building is preserved
and protected by restoring the fabric as carefully as possible. Repair should be preferred to replacement.
Traditional materials and crafts techniques
The maintenance and restoration of the building must be carried out with the same
traditional materials and crafts techniques that were used when the building was originally built.
Use experienced expertise
We must have a thorough understanding of the materials and constructions, regarding
both the weak and the strong points, in relation to what is required of them. Therefore
the restoration work must be carried out by multidiciplinary expertise and specially
trained and experienced craft skills.
Architectural entirety
It is important, through the repair- and restoration work to keep up or improve the
architectural entirety of the facade.
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Documentation
When a restoration implicates severe alterations a brief and concise documentation is
required including for instance descriptions, photos, drawings etc., in case information
about the constructions should one day be needed. The documentation must be available in a public archive.

The traditional building – and crafts techniques
The traditional building- and crafts techniques involve a number of carefully prepared
preventive elements to avoid life-threatening damages to the buildings. They represent
a kind of natural physical balance, which will be destroyed and cause more damages,
if unconsidered changes are being made.
The traditional building constructions have 5 preventive elements, which will diminish
the risk of future damages:
• Quality-improvement of the materials and micro-constructions by the crafts-techniques. Examples: Hand-wrought iron, quartersawn wood, waterlogged wood, mixing and application of lime mortar, mixing and application of paint, etc.
• 3-double protection of critical constructions and elements. Examples: The joint between window and masonry, the construction of the wooden windows, rust protection of iron, the tile roof, the plinth/socket-construction, the building of wooden
balks in masonry etc.
• Sacrificial layers: On very critical points, the traditional constructions operate with
sacrificial layers or elements, which are easier to change or repair than the vital
elements. Examples: The plinth-mortar, the mortar-joint on windows, the linseed oil
putty on windows, the traditional paints on exterior wood, the horizontal bottomor top boards in wooden constructions, etc.
• Maintenance-signals: The traditional materials and constructions send out distinct
“maintenance-signals”, when they need to be maintained. Examples: Linseed oil
paint and other traditional paints, lime wash, tile roofs, windows, exterior wooden
boards etc.
It is very important to know these distinct “signals” and to read them right.
Uninformed people often interprete these as serious damages, needing to be renewed
– and not just maintained.
• Repairable elements: The traditional materials and constructions are “repairable”,
which is a very important quality. If something happens, you can repair parts or
whole elements. This gives these elements, for instance wooden windows, a lifelong durability. There are thousands of examples of wooden windows lasting more
than 200 years – and still in an excellent state of preservation!
There are a lot of examples of how more knowledge and awareness of these 5 important, but often forgotten qualities of the traditional building materials, building constructions and crafts techniques could save both the house-owners and the different
countries quite a lot of money.
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”Kalamaja – Possibility of a Wooden Town” – film

This film was awarded the prize for best scientific film at the first Europa Nostra Film
Festival 2001. It was produced as part of an Estonian-Swedish co-operation in building
conservation by the Estonian Production Company Rühm Pluss Null in co-operation
with the National Heritage Board in Sweden. The film follows the renovation of a
wooden house at Väike-Patarei 3 in the Kalamaja district in Tallinn. Experts and ordinary citizens share their opinions and points of view on the future perspectives of the
wooden town and the wooden houses. The use of traditional crafts and materials is
emphasised, as is the wooden town as a common Baltic-Nordic heritage.
The main aim with the renovation project was to increase the awareness of the
many qualities of the wooden houses not only in Tallinn and Estonia but also in the
other countries around the Baltic Sea. The wooden building districts are an important
part of the common cultural heritage in the Baltic Sea states.
Many of the houses in the former Soviet states have been without maintenance for
more than fifty years. This particular house had been empty for three years before the
renovation started.
After the renovation it should function as an example of cautious renovation of a
wooden house and show how to renovate for the demands of people of today.
Today you can find the information centre for Sustainable Renovation in the renovated house (www.renoveeri.net).
The long version of the film was shown the first time in September 2000 in Swedish
Television. A short version (15 minutes) of the film with English speaker and subtitles
is available at the National Heritage Board in Sweden.

Väike Patarei 3 before renovation.

Entrance door after renovation.
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Five Pillars of Building Preservation
Stig Robertsson
This ”manual” is aimed to be a support as well in practical
building activities as in exercising authority and consultancy.
It is intended to be valid for all types of buildings.
The bearing viewpoint is that the investigation of the very
building site, its history and cultural values, is essential. These
investigations should be decisive for what actions will be taken. Such a view poses demands on motivating positions taken
and on documentation.
An overriding principle for building maintenance is formulated against this background:
“Every situation involving preservation and maintenance of a
building is unique with many collaborating factors and prerequisites. It demands knowledge with analyses, evaluations and
positioning which must be clarified, motivated and documented.”

The book ”Fem pelare” by Stig Robertsson,
by the National Heritage Board, Sweden
2002.

The Manual is structured in five ”pillars”, where advice is given and positions discussed from five aspects.
• Knowledge. About the need to investigate and to produce knowledge about a building site and to describe its cultural values prior to decisions taken about change, to
argue why a measure is taken and to open for questioning and finally to document
what has actually been done and what has been removed.
• Prudence, Carefulness. About a prudent attitude when a building needs to be changed and adopted to new needs. Careful improvements are discussed both in relation
to the technical demands of the construction codes, functional demands from the
future activity in the building and demands on “aesthetic improvements”, above all
in buildings made by the previous generation.
• To maintain. About caution in using, maintaining and mending and about how farsighted and prudent maintenance can be planned with the aid of care programs and
maintenance plans.
• To relate to history. About taking a position about values represented by different
time levels in changes, and to relate to conservation, restoration, reconstructions
and additions to older environments. The authenticity concept is touched upon.
• Material and technique. On the importance of materials and techniques. Traditional materials as well as the materials of modernism are discussed.
Finally, it is noted that the way in which the Preservation process is organized is decisive
for the quality of the result. The different parts and actors of the process are discussed.
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Agenda – seminar in Riga, November 26–27, 2001
Managing Building Conservation
Investigation, Analysis, Design and Documentation
Monday, 26 November 2001
13.00

14.30
15.00
15.30

16.00

17.00
18.00

09.00
09.30

11.00

12.00
13.00

14.00

15.00

16.00

Ramava manor
Guided tour in the manor house
Diplomas distributed to craftsmen
who have taken part in training
Architects’ Union, Tornu iela, Old Town
Gathering and refreshments
Opening and introduction to the
seminar
The “Five Pillars of Building Conservation”
Are there any principles for a good
conservation and restoration process?
The Preliminary Historical and Technical
Investigation – tools and disciplines
Malsaker Palace and Ramava Manor
The Conservation Programme – structure and
use. Ungurmuiza and Swedish examples
Documentary film: “Kalamaja – Possibility
of a Wooden Town” (15 min.)
Tuesday, 27 November
Introduction
Design and specification of works
The Technical Design and Specification
– its tools and methods
Malsaker Palace, Sabile synagogue
Supporting the use of traditional crafts
– research, information and training activities
The Raadvad Centre, Denmark
Lunch
Detailed analysis and work specifications:
Carpentry, windows etc.
Timber works
Metal sheet covering
Lime plaster and lime paint
Recording/documentation of
works
Examples from Sweden
Conclusions
documentation of the seminar,
future co-operation etc
End of seminar

Juris Dambis
Inara Caunite

Juris Dambis
Hans Sandström
Stig Robertsson

Lolo Törnblom
Inara Caunite
Per Rydberg
Ilmars Dirveiks

Hans Sandström
Rolf Helmers
Modris Liepa
Søren Vadstrup

Per Rydberg
Ann Lepp
Lolo Törnblom
Hans Sandström
Rolf Helmers
Per Rydberg
Lolo Tornblom
Juris Dambis
Hans Sandström
Søren Vadstrup
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Speakers

Lecturers at the seminar
From Latvia
State Inspection for Cultural Heritage
Valsts Kulturas Pieminiklu Aizsardzibas Inspekcija
www.mantojums.lv
Juris Dambis, Head of Inspection
Architect consultants (responsible architects):
Inara Caunite, Ramava manor
Ilmars Dirveiks, Ungur manor
Modris Liepa, Sabile synagogue

From Sweden
National Heritage Board
Riksantikvarieämbetet
www.raa.se
Hans Sandström, project manager
Ann Lepp, architect
Stig Robertsson, architect
Architect consultants (supporting architects):
Lolo Törnblom, Ramava manor
Per Rydberg, Ungur manor
Rolf Helmers, Sabile synagogue

From Denmark
Raadvad – The Nordic Centre for Traditional Crafts
Bygningskulturelt Råd
www.raadvad.dk or www.kuas.dk
Soren Vadstrup, architect, former head of Centre
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